This paper represents an initiation for studying the influence of change of phase of a water vapour-inert gas mixture that acts upon moving projectile in a barrel experimentaly sustained by theoretical model.
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INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that the study of projectile motion is very important, specially that one resulting from the action of a compressible gas. The most impartant domains in this field are those of interior ballistics of firing weapons and the developement of high muzzle velocity guns.
The purpose here is to introduce the bases of a study for the influence of water vapour condensition through gas misture acting upon projectile like that shown by other different application as for example the condensation through nozzles.
This study proposes eventually the analysis of projectile motion and the change of state of gas for the following purposes: 1. Definition of an easy applicable calculation procedure in the case of two phase flow. 2. Obtaining the necessary geometrical characteristics for an experimental set-up showing the influence of condensation on the projectile motion.
The main assumptions considered in this study are: -One dimensional unsteady isentropic flow.
-Ideal and non viscous gas.
FORMUIATICG CF THE PROBLEM
Consider a projectile at rest inside a barrel or cylinder which seperates a gas with high pressure behind it and another gas with low pressure or the atmosphere in front of it. If the mechanism hindering the projectile motion is released, the projectile will be accelerated till obtaining equal pressure on both sides (if it happens).
When the projectile moves, the gas layers in contact with its faces and initially at rest will obtain the same velocity like the projectile. The projectile motion can be considered as an infinit number of infinitismal perturbations called Mach waves propagating in the gas with the sound velocity. At first, these perturbations form a simple expansion wave in the high pressure side and simple compression one in the low pressure side.
As the projectile continues its motion, the mentioned perturbations are changing to complex forms as shown in Fig. (1) .
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WORKING EQUATIONS OF THE PRCCESS
According to the previously mentioned assumptions, the working equation are : a) Conservation of mass. Knowing the state variables at the distributed points on the base line t=to , the step of time can be determined using the stability condition:
In the calculations, the following relation is adapted:
A t = 0.9 Le (13) The iteration procedure can be applied for the solution of these equations if the values between square brackets are known. For the :irst appraximation, it is sufficient to replace these values by the corresponding values at point B. The iteration process is repeated using the mean values till the convergence ofr results.
Calculation of Projectile Trajectory
The projectile trajectory is determined using the following system of equations:
-Equatinn of projectile trajectory This system of equations ( 19 -24) can be transformed into one equation in pE under the form Y(p) =0, for which the solution is obtained using Newton iteration mathod:
The first iteration is started by giving the pressure its value at point E. Thus the pressure at point E is known and the other variables are calculated at both projectile faces. The process is there repeated till the convergence of results. 
Calculation of Parameters at Barrel Ends
In the studied case, there are two ends for the barrel influencing the reflection of compression and expansion waves. For the muzzle of the barrel where the pressure is atmosptheric one, the scheme of calculation is shozn in Fig. (4) and the iteration procedure is started using the values at point B for obtaining the point G. The same procedure is applied for the closed end of the barrel (chamber base) but the condition at this end is zero flow velocity.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
An experimental set-up was built for studying the projectile motion. The main dimensions of this installation were obtained on the bases of theoretical results. The scheme of this set-up is shown in Fig. (5) high pressure chamber where the high pressure gas is introduced. Before the introduction of this gas, a vacum pump is used for the extraction of air which is necessary for the introduction of water uapour when when studying the influence of condensation.
-Low pressure chamber from glass tube where the piston moves. This chamber (tube) is isolated from the high pressure one by means of a membrane attached to the projectile for securing of sealing.
-The trigger mechanism controlling the projectile motion.
The mentioned installation is accompanied with measuring devices permitting the definition of initial state and the evolution of some parameters during projectile motion.
The temperature of gas is measured by means of a system of thermocouples FIRST A.M.E. CONFERENCE 29-31 May 1984, Cairo, distributed along the high pressure chamber before every firing. The static pressure in the high pressure chamber is measured using high precision manometer. while its change during projectile motion is realised by means of membrane type pressure pick-up with strain guages mounted on the chamber base.
The displacement of projectile is measured by means of photocell stations distributed along the low pressure tube and connected to time counters.
An example of the obtained experimental results is shown in Fig. (6) representing the change of pressure on the bottom of high pressure chamber. 
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The theoretical calculations were carried out on a digital computer model IRIS-80 equipped with tracing unit Benson at LiSA-Lyon France. An example of theoretical results is shown in Fig. (7) . The evolution of gas pressure and temperature at the bottom of chamber and on the base of projectile has sudden rates of change. These changes could be easily explained by the diagram of wave front motion shown inthe (x,t) plane of projectile displacement.
A comparison of theoretical and experimental results is shown in Fig. (8) in the case of N 2 propelling gas. Similar results were obtained using Helium and Argon. From these results we can deduce an excellant agreement between them. So; utilizing the introduced theoretical model for analysing the change of gas parameters and the determination of projectile motion parameters gives good results.
The study of projectile motion indicates that it depends mainly on the following dimensionless group:
The influences of this group on the projectile velocity and gas temperature are shown in Fig. (9,10) . It is clear that the increase of the value of this group increases projectile velocity and acceleration and decreases more rapidly the gas temperature.
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It is noted that there is an important decrease concerning the gas temperature which ensures the supersaturation of water vapour 11] in the gas mixture. Another criterion favorising the condensation is ehe time duration of the process which can be obtained by lengthening the low pressure part of the barrel.
Considering the previous studies concerning the condensation [1,6,8,1 it is to be mentioned that they were carried out in other condensation conditions of expansion as those through nozzles and shock tubes where the rate of cooling is controlled by the parameters appearing in the dimensionless group .
CONCIUSICN
The homogeneous condensation takes place usually at temperatures below the saturation ones. The essential condition for occuring this phenomena is to obtain a surfficient cooling of the gas. The experimentation and computation show [1, 6, 8] that it depends specifically on the rate of cooling. A second condition is eventually the duration of saturated state so that the condensated phase has the time for developement and releasing a significant heat.
The analysis of previous theoretical and experimental results permits the definition of the best choice satisfying the last mentioned conditions. The temperature drop of the driving gas necessary for obtaining favorable conditions of condensation is obtained by increasing projectile acceleration. On the other hand, the prolongation of the saturation state can The mentioned data gives an imagination about the main features of the experimental installation for studying the influence of water vapour condensation. These conclusions encourage us to proceed the work for theoretical and experimental investigation of the condensation phenomena in these special conditions.
